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Abstract
What caused the U.S. Great Depression – money contraction or credit instability or banking fragility or price
declines or what? Of course, there was no single ‘cause’ to the depression. Human society is not a mechanism. All
these factors were contributory factors, which in their interaction changed the economic state of the U.S. society
from growth in the 1920s into depression of the 1930s. It was stasis changing events which altered the U.S. society –
the 1929 stock market crash and three successive years of bank panics in 1930, 1931, 1932. Central to this stasis
change was an unstable financial sub-system, with a ‘fragility of the banks’ and an ‘instability of credit’. This is one
of the big questions about economic theory. How are economies inherently stable or unstable? In a cross-disciplinary
framework, we analyze the classic U.S. example of an unstable economy -- the Great Depression. Why did the bank
panics follow upon the financial bubble of the stock market? How did these panics set the conditions for insignificant
economic recovery after 1933? We use a cross-disciplinary analytic framework to examine the multiple factors in
explaining, so as not to be limited by a requirement for a ‘single explanation’.
Keywords: Economic instability, Bank fragility, Societal dynamics
1. Introduction
About the Great Depression, earlier Ben Bernanke (Chair of the U.S. Federal Reserve System in 2012) commented:
To understand the great depression is the Holy Grail of macroeconomics. Not only did the Depression give birth to
macroeconomics as a distinct field of study, but also—to an extent that is not always fully appreciated—the
experience of the 1930s continues to influence macroeconomists' beliefs, policy recommendations, and research
agendas.” (Bernanke, 1995)
The economic historians, Charles P. Kindelberger and Robert Z. Aliber, summarized some of the arguments: “The
monetarist view of the Great Depression is set out in a monumental work by Milton Friedman and Anna Schwartz.
(Friedman and Schwartz, 1963) They maintained that the sharp decline in economic activity in the first half of the
1930s was the result of policy mistakes by the Federal Reserve; they focused upon the decline in the money supply
from August 1929 to March 1933. . . . Peter Temin challenged this monetarist view from a Keynesian point of view.
(Temin, 1976) He asked whether the decline in the money supply followed from the decline in spending or whether
instead the decline in spending followed from the decline in money supply; he used sophisticated econometrics to
choose between the two views. . . . Temin concluded that there is no evidence that changes in the money supply
between the stock market crash and the British departure from the gold standard in September 1931 caused the
depression. . . . Temin’s analysis did not provide an explanation of the depression event though it was a strong
challenge to the monetarist view. . . . . (Yet) the debate between the monetarists and the Keynesians ignores the
instability of credit and the fragility of the banking system and the negative impacts on production and prices when
the credit system became paralyzed because declines in prices of many commodities and goods caused many
borrowers to default on their loans – which explains the events in the early stages of the 1929 depression. This view
was largely ignored except by Irvin Minsky and Henry Simons.” (Kindelberger and Aliber, 2011)
The schools of economists divided over the explanations of the Great Depression. The ‘Monetarist School’ claimed it
was a money-credit contraction acerbated by bad central bank policy for tight money – a process. The ‘Keynesian
School’ claimed it was a structural change due to unemployment created by the industrial contraction caused by the
money-credit contraction -- a structure. This division continues. A cross-disciplinary answer is that economies are
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driven both by process and structure. (And from a cross-disciplinary perspective, one notes that the concept of
functional-structuralism was popularized in the U.S. sociology by Talcott Parsons, who called ‘process’ as ‘function”.
(Parsons, 1937))
Whenever one sees different ’schools’ within a discipline, a first instinct often is to ask: which school is right and
which is wrong? This certainly is the claim of any school in a social science discipline. My school is right, and your
school is wrong. But from a cross-disciplinary perspective, it is often that both schools are partly right and partly
wrong. Each school in a discipline may have identified an important but only a partial truth: a process or a structure.
The objective of the research is to see how the explanations about the U.S. Great Depression by the differing schools
of economics can be seen as complementary explanations - within a cross-disciplinary meta-framework for analyzing
the economic historians' studies about the crisis event.
The structure of the paper follows: first to examine the issues of bank fragility at the time of the 1929 stock market
crash, second to review the history of the market crash, third to analyze the crash-event in a societal perceptual space
and the societal conditions at the time of the crash within a societal model, fourth to summarize societal change from
the crash event, and fifth to examine the depression as a stasis change in the model of the U.S. society before and
after the change-events of 1929-1930.
2. Method
To study the explanations of the U.S. Great Depression, we use historical economic studies of the time and apply the
meta-framework of societal dynamics to analyze the historical events.
2.1 Bank Fragility --Process
Banking fragility was not caused by the depression but instead helped bring on the depression. In 2007 with access to
new access to data archived in the Federal Reserve System, G. Richardson reviewed the early history of the
Depression: “Illiquidity bedeviled banks throughout the depression. Heavy withdrawals played a primary or
contributing role in nearly half of all suspensions. Asset problems also bedeviled banks throughout the Great
Depression. Slow, doubtful, or worthless assets played a primary or contributing role in over half of all suspensions.
The initial banking panic in the fall of 1930 – with its cluster of temporary bank suspensions, bank runs, and
collapsing correspondent networks – appears to have been a credit crunch inspired by the collapse of financial
conglomerates and propagated by the public’s flight from deposits to currency.” (Richardson 2007)
The ‘slow, difficult, or worthless assets’ of the banks were margin loans made to stock brokerages, for the
brokerages’ customers to purchase stock on margin. In 1929, as the stock prices declined, margin loans were called,
stock brokers went bankrupt, and banks which had issued the loans then held vast amounts of stock as collateral –
illiquidity. These illiquid (unsellable) stocks continued to decline in value as bank assets -- as the stock market
continued to decline in 1930 and 1931 and 1932. All the wealth initially put into the stocks purchased on margin
became illiquid assets of banks. Liquid wealth was transformed into illiquid assets -- a loss of wealth.
As these asset-values of their stock-collateral declined, these banks had to call in other loans made to other banks and
to other customers and businesses. This ‘chain reaction’ occurred in the collapse of correspondent (bank) networks’.
The failed margin-loans triggered a sharp decrease of credit in the U.S. At the same time, the tight-money policy of
the U.S. Fed in late 1928, also decreased the money supply. The economic school of ‘monetarists’ were correct in
their explanations that contracting money and credit was the mechanism (process) which spread the stock crash into
bank panics into industrial depression.
2.2 Bank Fragility – Structure
Banking ‘fragility’ arose also from banking organization financial structure. The impact of the monetarist process in
the U.S. financial system was structurally enlarged by the organization of the financial system – to provide ‘leverage’.
Richardson wrote: “As Temin and White maintain, a trend of consolidation in the commercial banking industry, as
small banks in rural areas left the business, often liquidating involuntarily and after suffering large losses, existed
prior to the depression, continued during the contraction, and intensified as the downturn deepened. As Wicker
argues, the collapse of the Caldwell conglomerate triggered the initial banking panic in the fall of 1930.
Correspondent networks propagated the panic during the initial weeks, when almost all of the banks which
suspended operations were financially or geographically connected to the Caldwell conglomerate. Bank runs radiated
outward from these focal events. Heavy withdrawals became the principal form of bank distress and forced hundreds
of banks to suspend operations. . . . Several smaller correspondent chains, with no connection to Caldwell, imploded
in Caldwell’s wake. The failure of the Guaranty Building and Loan Association added fuel to the fire.” (Richardson,
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2007) The explanation of
o the deflatioon was just in a process (coontraction of money/credit)
m
but also in hoow the
banking syystem was orgaanized (infrasttructure). Process and infrasttructure (functtion-structure) together explaain the
occurrencee of the depresssion.
An econom
mic concept, fo
or connecting process
p
and strructure in finanncial systems, was called ‘reeflexivity’ by George
G
Soros. (Sorros, 1988) (Sorros, 1994) ‘Reeflexivity’ is hoow speculatorss ‘expectation of future pricees’ motivates thhem to
buy again and again at higher
h
and highher prices. Reflexivity is thee idea that onee’s expectationns about a futuure can
motivate a present action
n which will help
h
bring abouut that future really.
r
Reflexivvity is an expllanatory factor in the
occurrencee in financial systems
s
of ‘creedit instability’. The ‘expecttation’ (reflexivvity) of specullators impacts prices
through theeir buying/sellling somethingg today, based on an expecteed future pricee. (If a speculaator expects a higher
future pricee, the speculator will buy todday; but if the speculator exppects a lower future
f
price, the speculator will
w sell
today.) In financial proceess, the infrasttructure of bannk networks innfluences the process
p
througgh reflexivity inn their
financial trransactions. Fo
or example, Ricchardson wrotee: “ . . . as Frieedman and Schhwartz (1963) argued,
a
the failure of
the Bank of the United Sttates accentuatted depositors’ fears and reinvvigorated the panic.”
p
(Richarrdson, 2007)
d the scholarshhip about thesse banking runns: “Scholars ask three big questions aboout the
G. Richarddson reviewed
banking syystem during th
he Great Depreession. Why diid bank suspennsions surge att certain pointss in time? How
w bank
suspensionns affect comm
mercial and induustrial activity?? Could Federaal Reserve inteervention have prevented (or did its
actions triggger) this crisis?” (Richardsoon, 2007) These are structurral questions about
a
the bankiing industry: timing,
t
impact, andd intervention. In order to unnderstand the im
mportance of timing, one cann plot the timinng of the bank panics
with the deecline of industtrial productionn, as shown in Figure 1.

Source: (httpp://en.wikipediia.org, 2012)
The bank panic
p
of 1930 began
b
an econoomic recessionn, but two moree years of bankk panics (1931 and 1930) turnned the
recession (business cyclee) into a depresssion (altered stasis
s
of societyy). About the 1931
1
panic, Riichardson wrotte: “As
a Schwartz (1963)
(
contendded, illiquidity played a role in
i the surge in bank suspensiions in June off 1931.
Friedman and
In that monnth, runs occurrred on banks in
i Illinois. Exaaminers reporteed that heavy withdrawals
w
weere the primaryy cause
of almost all
a of these suspensions. Frozzen assets and limited cash reeserves contribbuted to many closures,
c
but none
n
of
the banks possessed
p
portffolios which haad deterioratedd near the pointt of insolvencyy.” (Richardsonn, 2007)
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A ‘point-of-insolvency’ approached the next year. In 1932, continuing depositors’ fears about bank solvency and the
banks actual insolvency set off another bank panic: “As Calomiris and Mason (1997) maintain, the Chicago banking
panic of June 1932 was due to depositors’ confusion about bank asset quality. Examiners reported that for the
preponderance of the banks which entered receivership, the primary cause of suspensions was the problem of
doubtful and worthless assets. . . . Declining asset values were the principal cause of bank suspensions. Most banks
which closed their doors did so permanently. All were insolvent.” (Richardson, 2007)
Bad banking practices had set in motion the chain, in which bank assets became illiquid and this resulted in bank
insolvency. The bad practices were risky loans made to stock brokers who had allowed customers to purchase stock
on margin. Margin loans by banks leveraged the investments in stocks toward a financial ‘bubble’. This is how,
Irving Fisher described the Depression: “While any deviation from equilibrium of any economic variable
theoretically may, and doubtless in practice does, set up some sort of oscillations, the important question is: Which of
them have been sufficiently great disturbers to afford any substantial explanation of the great booms and depressions
of history? I venture the opinion . . . that the big bad actors are debt disturbances and price-level disturbances. . . .
Over-investment and over-speculation are often important; but they would have far less serious results were they not
conducted with borrowed money. That is, over-indebtedness may lend importance to over-investment or to
over-speculation disturbances.” (Fisher, 1933)
‘Over-indebtedness’ was created by the loans for margin-stock-purchases, the margin purchases of the
‘over-indebted’ stock owners. When the stock price fell, the stock owner could not hold onto the stock (without
putting up more money responding to an increase in the ‘margin call'). They lost the stock and all the money invested
into the purchase. Next the stock broker was ‘over-indebted’, from obtaining a loan from a bank to purchase the
‘margined’ stock. Next the bank was ‘over-indebted’, from making a large number of margin-loans to brokers. When
the stock market crashed in 1929, many margined-stock owners lost all the wealth they had in the market and some
stock brokers went bankrupt. When the stock market continued to crash in 1930, the rest of the margined-stock
owners lost their wealth, and the rest of the stock brokers went bankrupt. The margined-stock held as collateral in the
banks’ assets triggered more bank runs and bank insolvency. In 1933, all the remaining banks in the U.S. were shut
down, in a ‘bank holiday’ called by the new President of the United States. The infrastructure of the banking system
of the U.S. had collapsed.
The sequence of three panics impacted industrial production in a series of industrial declines. Yet according to
Richardson, there was no scholarly consensus about exactly how. Richardson wrote: “Despite 70 years of analysis,
debate persists about the answer to each inquiry. Concerning causes of the banking crises, some scholars conclude
that banks failed because the economy contracted. Loan default rates rose. Asset values declined. Deteriorating
fundamentals forced banks into insolvency, continuing a process of liquidation that began during the 1920s. Other
scholars conclude that a contagion of fear, a flight to cash holdings, and withdrawals en masse drained deposits from
banks and pushed financial markets towards collapse. Illiquidity of assets and Federal Reserve inaction exacerbated
the credit crunch.” (Richardson, 2007) Thus some scholars argued that the banks failed because the economy
contracted; others that depositors’ expectations turned to fear and withdrew deposits ‘en masse’. Which was it? Was
bank failure caused by economic collapse? Or was bank failure caused by expectations collapse? What if both?
Money-credit was the ‘process’ connecting banking runs to industrial decline; and bank margin-loans to brokers was
the 'structure' connecting the stock market to bank fragility. To see this connection between process and structure,
we next look precisely at the history of the stock market crash in 1929.
3. History -- U.S. Stock Market Crash 1929
The economic historian, Harold Bierman Jr. summarized: "The 1929 stock market crash is conventionally said to
have occurred on Thursday the 24th and Tuesday the 29th of October. These two dates have been dubbed "Black
Thursday" and "Black Tuesday," respectively. On September 3, 1929, the Dow Jones Industrial Average reached a
record high of 381. At the end of the market day on Thursday, October 24, the market was at 299, a 21% decline
from the high. . . . By all accounts, there was a selling panic. By November 13, 1929, the market had fallen to 199
(48% drop). By the time the crash was completed in 1932, with an unprecedentedly large economic depression,
stocks had lost nearly 90 percent of their value." (Bierman, 2010)
Bierman described the 'trigger': "While no consensus exists (in 2010) about its precise causes, . . . one of the primary
causes was the attempt by important people and media to stop market speculators. A second probable cause was the
great expansion of investment trusts, public utility holding companies, and the amount of margin buying -- all of
which fueled the purchase of public utility stocks, and drove up their prices. Public utilities, utility holding
companies, and investment trusts were all highly levered using large amounts of debt and preferred stock. These
factors seem to have set the stage for the triggering event. This sector was vulnerable to the arrival of bad news
regarding utility regulation. In October 1929, the bad news arrived and utility stocks fell dramatically. After the
utilities decreased in price, margin buyers had to sell and there was then panic selling of all stocks." (Bierman, 2010)
Public expectation of rising prices had driven the stock market higher and higher from 1925-1929. When it collapsed,
the leveraging of stocks-purchased-on-margin made the prices fall steeply, destroying wealth: "Margin buying during
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the 1920s was not contrrolled by the government."
g
(Bierman, 20110) Leveragingg was added in the finance of the
investmentt trusts: "By 19
929, investmennt trusts were very
v
popular with
w investors. These
T
trusts were
w
the 1929 version
v
of closed-eend mutual funds." (Bierman,, 2010) A closeed-end mutual fund is one in which people invested moneey until
a fund goal is met; and th
hen no more innvestments aree allowed into the fund (closeed-end); and suubsequently thhe fund
invests in something
s
(succh as stocks).
Leveragingg also occurred
d in holding coompanies of puublic utilities: "Public
"
utilitiess were a very important
i
segm
ment of
the stock market,
m
and eveen more imporrtantly, any change in publicc utility stock values
v
resultedd in larger channges in
equity weaalth. In 1929, . . . any changee in a public utiility's underlyiing value woulld result in a laarger value chaange in
the market and in the inv
vestor's value. . . . The holdinng company tyypically ownedd 100% of the operating
o
comppanies'
b
entities weere levered." (B
Bierman, 20100)
stock and both
Thus in the 1920s stock market, there had been threee forms of finnancial leveragge: (1) marginn-buying of stoock by
individualss, (2) leveraged
d buying of coompanies by Innvestment Trussts, and (3) levveraged buyng of utility com
mpanies
by Utility-H
Holding Comp
panies. The finnancing all reqquired bank looans, with onlyy a small amount of actual money
m
invested. The
T financing of
o equity growtth in the late 1920s was in thhe form of vastt amounts of leeverage which would
leave bankks exposed, wh
hen the stock market
m
crashed. For example,, in the utility holding compaanies and investment
trusts: "Whhen the large amount of levverage is combbined with thee inflated pricees of public uttility stocks, holding
h
company stocks,
s
and inv
vestment trust stocks, the prroblem is . . . dramatic. . . A $1,000,0000 asset is suppporting
$1,761,0000 of debt; and
d the investor'ss $38,000 of equity
e
is very much in jeoppardy." (Bierm
man, 2010) Thhis is a
debt-to-equuity ratio (leverrage) of 46 – forty-six
fo
dollarss of debt for evvery one dollarr of cash investted.
One can seee that the exceessive amountss of leveraged financing in thhe late 1920s had
h built an unnstable U.S. finnancial
structure unnstable. It wass a large inverteed-pyramid off debt resting on only a tiny amount
a
of cashh investment. All
A this
inverted pyyramid of debt was financedd by loans froom banks, leavving the bands financially exxposed if the market
m
crashed. Inn 1929, the U.S
S. stock market crashed.
4. Societal Perceptual Sp
pace Analysis of 1929 Stock
k Market Crassh
a shown in Figgure 2.
We analyzee this event in a societal perceptual space, as

INDIVIDU
UAL -- Promin
nent individualls in the U.S. expressed
e
public concern about an over-prriced stock market in
the spring and
a summer off 1929.
SOCIETY
Y -- The society
y of the event was
w the nation of the United States
S
of Amerrica.
ACTION -- The action of
o the event waas the steep deccline of the New
w York Stock Exchange
E
Marrket in Octoberr 1929
REASON -- Stock specu
ulation was the reasoning whiich had driven the stock pricees higher and higher.
h
- Groups invo
olved in the event
e
were Baanks, Stock Brokers,
B
Investtment Trusts, and Utility Holding
H
GROUP -Companiess. And also inv
volved were thee state public utility
u
commisssions, concerneed about utilityy company proffits.
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PROCESS
S -- The financcial process of 'leverage' was important to thhe height of thhe price rise in the New Yorkk Stock
Market. Stoock purchases have been finaanced by the (11) Banks whichh had providedd stock issues and
a margin loaans, (2)
investmentt Trusts which
h had purchaseed companies on leverage, and
a Utility Hoolding Compaanies which accquired
utility com
mpanies on leverage.
About the financial con
ncept of ‘leveerage”, Hymann Minsky idenntified the im
mportance of leeverage to finnancial
k
of financial use of leeverage, as Conservative fiinance,
speculationn. (Minsky, 1982) He idenntified three kinds
Speculativee finance and Ponzi
P
finance. Conservative finance occurss where borrow
wers have suffiicient cash flow
w from
the leveragged purchase of
o a capital assset (purchasess with loans) to
t pay both thhe interest andd principle payyments
during the term of the loaan. Speculativee finance occurrs when the cassh flow can hanndle the interesst-portion of thhe debt
b not repay th
he principle; and
a by the end of the loan, thhe capital asset must be re-finnanced or sold.. Ponzi
payments but
finance occcurs when the cash flow cannnot pay eitherr the interest nor
n principle payments
p
and must
m
immediattely be
‘flipped’ (rresold). Minsk
ky argued that Speculative finnance was useed in a rapidly growing finanncial market, moving
m
toward a bubble. Ponzi finance
f
occurreed just before the
t financial bubble
b
burst. (M
Minsky, 1986)) Later Georgee Soros
re-emphasiized the importtance of leveraage in financial bubbles and also introducedd his concept of
o ‘reflexivity’ in the
expectationns of financial speculators. (S
Soros, 1988)
About 'exppectations' (refllexivity) in the 1929 event, Bierman
B
wrote: "Although no consensus hass been reached on the
causes of the
t 1929 stock
k market crashh, the evidencee cited above suggests that it may have been
b
that the fear
f
of
speculationn helped push the stock markket to the brinkk of collapse. It is possible that
t
Hoover's aggressive
a
cam
mpaign
against speeculation, help
ped by the oveerpriced publicc utilities hit by
b the Massachhusetts Public Utility Comm
mission
decision and
a
statementss and the vuulnerable marggin investors, triggered thee October sellling panic annd the
consequencces that follow
wed. An imporrtant first evennt may have beeen Lord Snow
wden's referencce to the specuulative
orgy in Am
merica. The reesulting declinne in stock priices weakenedd margin posittions. When several governm
mental
bodies inddicated that pu
ublic utilities in
i the future were
w
not goinng to be able to justify theiir market pricees, the
decreases in
i utility stock prices resultedd in margin poositions being further
f
weakenned, resulting in
i general selliing. At
some stagee, the selling paanic started and the crash ressulted." (Bierm
man, 2010) Aboout 'leverage' inn the event, Biierman
wrote: "A levered investtment portfolioo amplifies thee swings of thee stock markett. Some investtment securitiees have
leverage buuilt into them (e.g.,
(
stocks of highly leveredd firms, optionss, and stock inddex futures)." (Bierman,
(
20100)
In this evennt of the 1929 stock crash, thhe U.S. the refflexivity in the public percepption of a risingg stock markett drove
the speculaative nature of the market: (a)) creating a refflexivity (feed-bback to reality)) in the future pricing
p
of the market
m
after Mondday, October 21,
2 1929; andd (b) the steeppness of the faall in prices annd the non-reccovery of the prices
occurred beecause of the large
l
leveraginng of loans in thhe purchase off stocks and in the building of
o holding com
mpanies
and investm
ment trusts. Wee can sketch thhe dynamics leaading up to thee event in the soocietal stasis model
m
in Figuree 3.
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On the political plane, th
he government policy (of no regulation for limiting the margin
m
percentaage on 'marginn-loans'
by banks) allowed
a
the lev
verage in markket speculationn to become veery great. In a steep price deccline, stock poositions
had to be liiquidated when
n more money was needed foor margin calls..
On the culltural plane, th
he banks in thhe 1920s had been actively formulating and
a selling pubblic stock issuued by
corporationns, broadening
g public particiipation in the market. The creation
c
of Investment Trustss facilitated inn-direct
public partticipation in the stock markett. The creationn of public utiliity holding com
mpanies and thheir stock issuees also
increased in-direct
i
publicc participation. Banks also widely
w
solicitedd investments in foreign govvernment bondds. For
example: "From
"
the maarble Morgan halls (J. P. Morgan
M
Bank) emerged $6 billion
b
in secuurities underw
writings
between 19919 and 1933 . . . . A third was railroad bonds,
b
another third foreign bonds, and thee last third corrporate
bonds. (Chhernow, 1990) The cultural change was thhat the Americcan middle claasses began invvesting in stocks and
bonds, whiich previously had been only invested in byy the wealthy.
On the techhnological plan
ne, rapid indusstrial expansionn occurred in the
t United Stattes after the ennd of the First World
War and laasting through the 1920s. Forr example, Ranndall Parker wrote
w
about thatt period: “The decade of the 1920s
also saw major
m
innovatio
ons in the conssumption behavvior of househholds. The deveelopment of innstallment creddit over
this period led to substan
ntial growth in the
t consumer durables
d
markeet. Purchases of
o automobiles, refrigerators, radios
and other such
s
durable goods
g
all expeerienced explossive growth duuring the 19200s as small boorrowers, particcularly
householdss and unincorpo
orated businesses, utilized their access to avvailable credit.." (Parker, 2010)
On the ecoonomic plane, stock prices frrom 1925 throuugh 1929 clim
mbed toward a speculative dissequilibrium point in
the summeer of 1929, wheen public perceeptions of an over-priced
o
stocck market and decline in utiliity stocks trigggered a
sharp decliine in prices in October -- a sttock crash.
In Figure 4,
4 we illustratee the societal dynamics
d
of thee stasis of Am
merican society in the 1920s (a
( stasis of inddustrial
expansion and economicc growth) that ended suddennly in 1929, after
a
the beginnning of the sttock market coollapse
(which wouuld extend thro
ough 1933)
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5. History:: U.S. Depresssion 1930s
The stock market contin
nued to declinne in 1930, 19931, and 1932.Stock positionns in the marrket which hadd been
purchased on margin weere being wipeed out. The coontinuing decliine in bank assets (from maargined-stock held
h
as
collateral) created the sequence of baank runs. Bannk runs occur when banks are illiquid annd/or insolvennt, and
wal of depositss. If one plots the
t percentage of bank failurres due to insolvency
depositors demand immeediate withdraw
and compaares this to the drop in stockk market pricess, one can see a temporal coorrelation betw
ween stock pricces and
bank failurres due to insollvency, Figure 5.

Sourcee of Bank Clossures Data: (Riichardson, 20077)
The percenntage of bank failures
f
due too insolvency inncreased each year
y
from 19299 to 1933, as the
t stock markket had
continued to
t decline. It was
w a continuinng series of evvents which cuulminated in alll banks failingg. First there was
w the
stock markket crash in 192
29, triggering thhe 1930 bank failures
f
-- whicch began the deepression.
The next yeear in 1931, baank runs occurrred again. Ranndall Parker wrote: “In May, the
t failure of Austria’s
A
largesst bank,
the Kredit--anstalt, toucheed off financiaal panics in Euurope. In Septtember 1931, having
h
had ennough of the distress
d
associated with the intern
national transm
mission of econnomic depressioon, Britain abaandoned its parrticipation in thhe gold
standard. Further,
F
just ass the United Sttates’ economyy appeared to be trying to begin recovery,, the second wave
w
of
bank failuures hit the fiinancial system
m in June annd did not abbate until Deccember. In adddition, the Hoover
H
administrattion in Decem
mber 1931, adhhering to its principles
p
of lim
mited governm
ment, embarkeed on a campaaign to
balance thee federal budg
get. Tax increases resulted thhe following Juune, just as thee economy waas to hit the firrst low
point of itss so-called ‘do
ouble bottom’ . . . .” (Parker,, 2010) And thhis second wavve of bank runns had additionnal and
serious imppacts upon thee economy: “T
The results of these
t
events arre now evidennt. Between Jannuary and Deccember
1931 the inndustrial prod
duction index declined
d
from 78 to 66, or 15.4 percent, the consumer price index fell
f 9.4
percent, thee nominal supp
ply of M1 dippped 5.7 percentt . . . . by the December
D
outpuut, the money supply, and thee price
level were all on negativee growth paths that were draggging the econoomy deeper intto depression.”” (Parker, 20100)
b
run in 1932 finally coollapsed the ecconomy: “Thee economic diffficulties weree far from oveer. The
The third bank
economy displayed
d
somee evidence of recovery
r
in latte summer/earlly fall of 1932. However, in December 19332, the
third and laargest wave off banking paniccs hit the finanncial markets; and
a the collapsse of the econoomy arrived with
w the
business cyycle hitting bo
ottom in Marchh 1933. Industtrial productionn between Januuary 1932 andd March 1933 fell an
additional 15.6 percent. . . .” (Parker, 20010)
All the bannk panics traceed back to the 1929 stock market,
m
which had
h left a largee amount of sttock-collateral in the
banks from
m their earlier margin-loans.
m
W
When
bank assets declined in
i value below
w bank liabilitiees, the banks became
b
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insolvent. As we previiously noted, Richardson suummarized thiis time: "For the remainderr of the contrraction
(1930-33) . . . declining asset values were
w
the principal cause of bank
b
suspensioons. Most bankks which closed their
doors did so
s permanently
y. All were inssolvent." (Richardson, 2007) When the marrket hit bottom
m in 1932, the market
m
had lost 833% of its value. Later in 19333 and 1934, som
me recovery occcurred; but evven then the maarket still had lost
l 60%
of its valuee. A vast amoun
nt of wealth was
w lost; and a vast
v amount off capital was goone from the American
A
econoomy in
the 1930s.
nergy are consserved in all phhysical events. Not so in socciety. Society is not describaable in
In physics,, matter and en
such a ‘possitive science’ like physics. In
I a society, thhere is no law of
o the conservaation of moneyy and wealth. Money
M
and credit and
a wealth can
n be created annd can be destrooyed. Money and
a credit are not
n mechanism
ms but functionnalities.
And this is why bank pan
nics matter – thhe abrupt loss of
o capital in ann economy. Cappital is not alw
ways transferredd from
a loser to a winner in an economic trannsaction; in a bank
b
panic, caapital can be abbsolutely lost – no winners, but all
losers. Monney is function
nally a social aggreement, and social agreemeents can be brooken by-all-andd to-all when a social
structure foor agreements collapses.
c
As industriial production fell,
f unemployyment increasedd and consumpption decreasedd; and by 1933, the U.S. deprression
was set andd frozen. Then
n President Fraanklin Roosevelt succeeded President Herbbert Hoover; and
a Roosevelt closed
the banks for
f a ‘bank ho
oliday’ and orddered the U.S. Federal Reserrve System offf the ‘gold stanndard’ (promissing to
redeem dolllars in gold bu
ullion). The ecconomy began a slow and moodest recovery. But another recession
r
occurrred in
1938 whenn President Roosevelt
R
cut government
g
sppending. In 1941, U.S. reaarmament begaan, and goverrnment
spending grew.
g
And in December
D
U.S
S. entered Woorld War II. Thhe country nevver really recoovered from thhe full
depression until the begin
nning of Worldd War.
onger make looans and issue credit (either by cutting baack on loan buusiness or simpply by
When bankks could no lo
failing), theen businesses and
a industries which dependeed upon bank credit
c
for theirr operations alsso had to cut back on
business or
o failure. Business ‘down--sizing’ and business
b
failurres resulted inn job losses, increasing naational
unemploym
ment. This is sh
hown in Figurre 6, wherein unemployment
u
rose from thee summer of 19929 at 5% to 10%
1
in
1930 and to
t 20% in 1930 and was 22..5% in 1935. But
B the impactt upon employyment of peoplle in cities waas even
more severre. Up until 19
930, 79% of the
t population had earlier beeen employed in industry. When
W
unemplooyment
reached 222.5% in 1932, this meant thhat about 27.55% of the cityy folk were unnemployed (asssuming the farmers
fa
remained employed
e
on th
he farm, if theyy had not lost thheir farm).

Source: (htttp://.en.wikipeedia.org, Unem
mployment in thhe United Statees, 2010) wherrein Estimated U.S. Unemplooyment
rate from 1890-2010.
1
(18
890–1930 dataa are from Rom
mer. 1930–19440 data are from Coen. 1940––2009 data aree from
Bureau of Labor
L
Statistics.)
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This was a big structural change in a soociety -- to haave more than a quarter of thhe city folk outt of work. Thiss stasis
change afteer 1929 altered
d the U.S. econnomy into a statte of 'structuraal unemploymeent' -- when at least
l
one-quartter of a
working poopulation is unemployed in a nation.
As jobs were
w
lost, conssumer consum
mption fell whhen families of
o the unemplooyed had no income to puurchase
necessities. Then prices in commoditiees also fell as consumption fell.
f
This folloowed in the paattern of the classical
supply-dem
mand equilibriu
um pricing theoory of econom
mics. One can see this for agriicultural pricess, as shown in Figure
7.

Source: (http
p://en.wikipediaa.org/wiki/Filee:US_Farm_Prrices_%2819288-1935%29.JPG
G, 2012)
After the sttock market crrash in the fall of 1929 downn to February 1933,
1
there a stteady decline in
i agricultural prices,
down by nearly
n
62%. It
I is likely thaat during this time,
t
‘supply’ (agricultural production)
p
maay not have chhanged
much, sincce then most faarming then waas still family farming. Farm
ming families needed
n
to grow
w as much prodduct as
they could to support their families, esppecially duringg those years off declining pricces (deflation). Agricultural supply
was probabbly fairly consttant over the eaarly years of thhe 1930s, and the
t price declinne was due to a decline in deemand.
(There wass a Western dro
ought in the latte 1930s, whichh decreased suppply, but this did
d not occur until
u
1937.)
Increasing unemploymen
nt lowered dem
mand for connsumer productts, as unemplooyed families lost income to
t buy
consumer necessities. The
T
economic historian Fraank G. Steinddl expressed the cultural significance of
o that
unemploym
ment: “The Greeat Depressionn has two meannings. One is the
t horrendouss debacle of 19929-33 during which
unemploym
ment rose from
m 3 to 25 perceent as the nation's output felll over 25 perccent and pricess over 30 perccent, in
what also has
h been called
d the Great Conntraction. A seecond meaningg has the Great Depression ass the entire deccade of
the thirties, the anxietiess and apprehennsions for whicch John Steinbbeck's The Graapes of Wrath is a metaphorr. . . .”
(Steindl, 20010)
6. Stasis Change:
C
US. So
ociety Before and
a After 19229.
In Figure 8,
8 we model thee stasis of socieety in the U.S. in the 1920s, before
b
1929.
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We see thee structures of the
t society from
m 1925-1929:
-- On the Economic Plaane there was a rising stocck market (risiing capital), rising
r
industriaal production (rising
economy), and stable agrricultural pricees (supply-dem
mand equilibrium
m pricing); thee Federal Reseerve had held innterest
rates to bannks low to mak
ke bank credit easy
e
to obtain at low interest rates.
--- On the Cultural
C
Plane, there was low
w unemploymeent in the citiess (relatively fulll employmentt) and a movem
ment of
the people from farms to cities (with moost population,, 79%, living inn the cities);
T
Plane, technologies of autom
mobiles and eleectrical power utilities were being
b
developed and
-- On the Technological
implementeed;
-- On the Political
P
Planee, in 1929 President Herbertt Hoover actedd to discourage speculation, ordering the Fed to
reverse its stimulus policy
y and raise its interest
i
rates too banks.
The successsion of bank panics
p
and accoompanying inddustrial contracction together fatally
f
altered the
t structure of U. S.
society. Insstead of a bank
k panic triggeriing an econom
mic recession, thhe three panicss triggered an economic
e
depreession.
In an economic recession
n, the economiic structure rem
mains the sam
me but a busineess cycle occurrs from expanssion to
contractionn to expansion
n again. But inn an economicc depression, societal
s
structuure alters and the normal buusiness
cycle does not run as befo
ore.
o and apparenntly still persisstent notion off ‘the’ businesss cycle,
Irving Fishher had earlier made this distiinction: “The old
as a singlee, simple, self-generating cyccle (analogous to that of a pendulum
p
swinnging under inffluence of the single
force of grravity) and as actually realizzed historicallyy in regularly recurring crisees, is a myth. Instead of onee force
there are many
m
forces. Sp
pecifically, insttead of one cyccle, there are many
m
co-existinng cycles, consstantly aggravaating or
neutralizingg each other, as well as co-existing witth many non-ccyclical forcess. In other woords, while a cycle,
conceived as a fact, or hiistorical event, is non-existennt, there are alw
ways innumeraable cycles, lonng and short, big
b and
little, conceeived as tenden
ncies (as well as numerous noncyclical
n
tenndencies), any historical evennt being the resultant
of all the teendencies then
n at work. . . . The
T innumerabble tendencies making
m
mostlyy for economic dis-equilibrium
m may
roughly bee classified under
u
three grroups: (a) groowth or trendd tendencies, which
w
are steeady; (b) haphazard
disturbancees, which are unsteady;
u
(c) cyyclical tendenccies, which aree unsteady but steadily repeatted. . . There may
m be
equilibrium
m which, thoug
gh stable, is so delicately poissed that, after departure
d
from
m it beyond certtain limits, insttability
ensues . . . such a disasterr is somewhat like the ‘capsizzing’ of a ship which, under ordinary condiitions, is alwayys near
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stable equiilibrium but which,
w
after beiing tipped beyyond a certain angle, has noo longer this teendency to retturn to
equilibrium
m, but, instead, a tendency to depart further from it.” (Fishher, 1933)
Like this siimile, the econ
nomic U.S. shiip-of-state hadd capsized by 1933.
1
It was noot to be rightedd again until thhe war
years of 19941-46. But by
y then that ‘shhip’ was a diffferent U.S. soociety. We cann describe this kind of transition a
change of stasis
s
in the socciety
The 1930s depression lasted a decade frrom 1930 to 19940, and the 19982 depressionn lasted eight yeears. Depressioons are
ment in
serious chaanges in the staate of a societyy -- not merely a business cyccle of a recessiion. That level of unemploym
a society alters
a
is socio-eeconomic struccture and its coonsumption paatterns. Next inn Figure 9, we can model thee same
society butt from1930 to 1940,
1
seeing a different socieetal structure.

We see thee structures of the
t society from
m 1930-1940:
-- On the Economic Plaan, there was a collapsed stoock market annd a series of bank runs (losst capital), decclining
p
(deepressed econoomy), and muuch lower agricultural pricees (supply-dem
mand dis-equilibrium
industrial production
pricing);
C
Plane,, there was high unemploymeent in the citiess (one quarter of
o the populatioon out of workk));
--- On the Cultural
-- On the Technologicaal Plane, new
w technologiess of plastics was being deeveloped but not yet indusstrially
d
Ressearch into teleevision
implementeed. Technologies and new inndustries of raddio and moviess were being developed.
and transisttors had begun
n.
-- On the Political
P
Plane, after 1933, Frranklin Roosevvelt was the new
w President. A bank holiday was called, annd then
new bank regulation
r
wass enacted (Glass-Steagle Actt) separating innvestment bankking (bond andd stock issuance and
trading) from commercial banking (saavings depositts and loans). U.S. species (money) left the ‘gold staandard’
r
byy gold from the Federal goveernment). Worrks projects were begun (WP
PA) to
(dollars weere no longer redeemable
provide soome jobs. Fedeeral utility dam
ms were builtt to provide electricity
e
to rural
r
areas (e.gg. Tennessee Valley
Authority in the east an
nd Hoover dam
m in the westt). Labor unioons were legallly recognized by the goverrnment
L
Relations Act).
(National Labor
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7. Results
In Figure100, we compare these two sociietal models beefore and after the change-evvent of the 19299 stock markett crash.
Therein onne can picture societal
s
modelss changed by thhe historic evennt.

There weree three big sociial structural chhanges betweenn American soociety before annd after 1929:
-- The poppulation structu
ure changed am
mong the social classes (21%
% farmers andd 66% employyed city folk annd 5%
unemployeed city folk) to
o (21% farmerrs and 44% em
mployed city folk
f
and 27% unemployed city
c folk). Thiss great
increase in the unemploy
yed working claass greatly decreased demandd for goods andd services and also destroyedd many
p
afffected). This iss a huge socieetal change -- in cultural strructure
families (aa quarter of the entire U.S. population
(classes) annd in economicc structure (connsumer demandd).
-- The capiital structure (ssocietal wealthh) declined by 80% of the caapital in 1929 (a collapse of 80% of stock values
from 1929 to 1933, and back
b
up to 40%
% of their valuue in 1934-35). Societal wealth (economic wealth) existss in the
s
bonds, property).
p
Loaans were calledd in the
form of speecies (money),, credit (loans), and liquid assets (sellable stocks,
bank runs of
o 1930, 1931 and
a 1932.
-- This redduction of weaalth impacted the
t industrial structure
s
in Am
merica; as from
m 1930 to 19332, banks had to call
loans. These loan calls reduced
r
credit to businesses. Some busineesses lacking credit
c
went buust (bankrupt); others
oduction and firing
f
workers.. The industriaal production’ index’ (Figuree 7) fell from 8.5 in
survived byy reducing pro
1929 to 5.55 in 1933, reco
overing a bit too an average of
o 6.0 from 19334 to 1936. Thhus from 19299 into 1936 inddustrial
production had declined in
i the U.S. by 30%
3
(nearly a third less in ouutput and in jobbs).
From a crooss-disciplinary
y perspective of
o economics (pproduction) annd sociology (cclasses) and annthropology (cuulture),
the 1930s U.S. depressio
on was not merely
m
a large economic receession, it was a structural depression.
d
In severe
d
a soccietal structure changes into an
a ‘industriallyy-depressed staate (a structure characterized by
b lost
economic deflation,
wealth, exccess industrial capacity and under-productio
u
on, large unem
mployed class, political
p
instabiility).
8. Conclussions
The concluusion of this research
r
is thaat the meta-fraamework of soocietal dynam
mics analysis enables one to better
explain thee U.S. Great Depression,
D
noot in terms of causes, but ass changes in societal
s
stasis due
d to events which
change socciety (change ev
vents). This hiistorical perspeective differenttiates explanatiions into those of 'triggering events'
e
(change evvents) of economic history annd into those off altered states of a society, sttasis in a socieetal model. Thee value
of the reseearch is in app
plying a broadder cross-discipplinary framew
work in the annalysis of histoory to better connect
economic theory
t
with eco
onomic historyy.
The limit of
o the research
h lies in its deependence upoon previous ecoonomic historiies of the deprression and prrevious
theories abbout explaining
g the depressioon. The paperr does not do any original research
r
on the history nor on the
economic theories.
t
The original
o
contribbution of the research
r
is in the
t methodologgy of analysis of economic history
h
and theory as a cross-discciplinary societtal dynamic.
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Accordingly, the paper has analyzed this key economic drama as a change in societal stasis, due to crisis events. The
crisis events were the stock market crash and its following bank panics, all triggered by the collapse of the large and
highly-levered U.S. financial market of the late 1920s. In this cross-disciplinary framework, the historical analysis of
the societal dynamics of economic instability is described as stasis changes. This approach is different from a purely
disciplinary approach to trying to find a single explanation, a cause of a major economic change. The usefulness of
this approach is to better understand and reconcile the divergences in the economic discipline about explanations of
the decade. The U. S. economics discipline has divided into two schools because of their different emphasis on the
importance in an economy of process (monetarists) or of structure (Keynesians). In explaining societal dynamics, a
cross-disciplinary approach facilitates the balancing of process and structure, both of which are important to
understanding a societal system.
The structure-functional approach to society was explored in the social science disciplines of sociology and
anthropology. Talcott Parsons, who had advocated a structural-functional school in sociology, described a society as
‘structure and function’. (Parsons, 1968) A social structure is the infrastructure in a society and function is
what-the-infrastructure-provides. For example, an economic system in a society consists of an infrastructure in which
economic production and trading of goods and services occur – providing an economic function for the society. Also
at that time in anthropology, Franz Boas and Claude Levi-Strauss were two well-known advocates of a similar
approach, but applied to non-industrial societies and therein called a ‘culture’. (Boas, 1911) (Levi-Strauss, 1955) For
them, all human cultures had similar ‘underlying patterns of thought’ in which social interactions (structure) were
guided by practical meanings (function), which together constituted the culture of the primitive society.
What societal dynamics theory contributes to structural-functional thought is an analytical technique to
systematically apply a general structural-functional analysis to any historical event. This analysis provides a strong
argument for the social sciences to talk to each other. The long-running conflict in the economics discipline about the
primacy of economic processes or structures is clearly resolvable -- within a balanced structural-functional
perspective from the sociology and anthropological disciplines.
A societal dynamics approach to understanding economic dynamics can assist in the grounding of valid economic
theory by providing a general cross-disciplinary framework for analyzing economic histories -- in order to compare
history to theory. Future possible research will be to apply the cross-disciplinary analysis to U.S. regulatory reform
and compare that effectiveness to bank panics after 1930.
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